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4.2Charging stage indication
Charging stage indication is shown as below while charging: 

4.3 On and Off

4.4Battery indication
When the lamp is off, to press the button more than 2 seconds, the battery indicator is on for 
6 seconds before off.

6 . otesN
▪ WISDOM LAMP 3 is half charged before delivery, please fully charge it before using.

▪ Please use our magnetic USB wire and standard power adaptor to charge the multi purpose
 lamps or the lamps may be damaged.

▪ If the lamps need storing for a long period, please repeat the following maintenance steps 

 every two months: Fully charged →completely discharged →charged for 2 hours.

▪Please clean up the dust in the charging point slot timely for the normal charging with the 
 USB wire.

4.5Low battery power warning
About 1 hour before the battery power is out, the main LED light of multi purpose lamp 
flashes softly (flashing one time  for every five seconds) to remind the user that the power is
nearly used up and needs to be recharged.
If you don't want the flashing to affect the normal lighting, you can press the switch more 
than 2 seconds. The main light source will flash twice, and  then the lamp restores to normal
working.
When the battery is only able to keep the cap lamp on for 10 minutes, its main light source
will flash with the strong and soft light quickly (flashing one time  for every two seconds). 
This information is to remind you that the battery is nearly used up and it needs recharging 
or change to the auxiliary light source

4.6  Pr lens actical
WISDOM LAMP 3 provides some kinds of practical lens to extend the usage range of the lamp   

b. Connect the magnetic charging terminal with the USB charging points, make them 
contact tightly. The multi purpose lamp's charging indicator turns red, which means it's
 charging.

c.The multi-purpose lamp's charging indicator turns green, which means it finishes 
charging. Take away the USB wire from the multi purpose lamp, and then use the lamp. 

Charging indicator

4 . WISDOM LAMP 3 Multi-purpose Lamp  instruction
 Charging 4.1

a. Connect the “5V, 2A” power adaptor with magnetic USB wire to” AC,100-240V” outlet.
The power adaptor indicator turns green.

On OffOff On OffOn On OnOn

Outdoor / Night fishing / Building / Mining / Hunting 

Holding circle

Stationary screw

Stainless steel 
cap lamp clip 

Charging contact point

Note: These two charging contacts will not be short-circuited even contact directly with
 internal protection. 

1st press, the auxiliary light on 2ND press,  the main light on 3rd press,  the light off 

When the lamp is off, press the button for less than 2 seconds then the auxiliary light is on.
When the auxiliary light is on, press the button then the auxiliary light is off and the main
 light is on. 
When the main light is on, press the button and the main light is off.

about 30%  about 60%  ̘90%

To press the button
 more than 2 seconds

Note:The above status instructions are just rough 
indications for users' reference only.
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Charging stage Status of charging indicator 

Battery capacity≤1/3 

1/3<Battery capacity≤2/3

Battery capacity>2/3

Fully charged 
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7 . afety WarningsS
▪ Please don't shoot at eyes directly while the lamp is working since the strong light will 
hurt eyes.

▪ Please don't disassemble the cap lamp and don't use the lamps of lacking parts 
underground, or it may cause potential troubles related to safety, reliability, water 
resistance to work underground.

▪ Please don't crash and strike the lamp.

▪ Please don't charge the lamp underground. 

▪ Please keep the lamp away from fire sources.

▪Please don't maintain the lamp underground. All maintenance must be done on the 
ground! And please don't change the structure of the lamps and the components 
optionally. 

▪Please recycle the discarded cap lamp together rather than throwing them away without 
disposing.

4.7Fix the lamp on the wall
You not only can put the WISDOM LAMP 3 fixed on cap, but also fix the WISDOM LAMP 3 
on the  wall, there is special design to fix the lamp with a nail on the wall.

4.8Two ways to hold the lamp by the belt
You can use the belt to hold the WISDOM LAMP 3 for more convenient usage. There are two 
ways as following:

WISDOM

hold with the hole hold with the clip

2 .  WISDOM LAMP 3 Technical Specifications

≧6.2Ah

520mA

1.6W

198Lm

12000Lux

175g

3.7V

3.0V

≧100000h

0.4W

≧20000h

<320μS

1200 cycles  (in reasonable working condition)

84x69x50mm

5h 4.5h 4.5h 3.5h

WISDOM LAMP 3B WISDOM LAMP 3C WISDOM LAMP 3D

≧4.4Ah ≧3.1Ah ≧2.2Ah        

≧13 h ≧13 h ≧13 h ≧7 h

400mA 270mA 370mA

1.1W0.8W1.2W

157Lm 110Lm 146Lm

8500Lux 7000Lux 8000Lux

WISDOM LAMP 3A

5h 4.5h 4.5h 3.5h

175g 128g 128g

Features

model

Rated capacity

Rated voltage

Continuous working time

Main light LED Working voltage

Main light LED Working current

Main light Power

Main light Luminous flux

Lamp lighting degree Initial Lighting degree in 1m

Main light life span

Auxiliary light Power

Auxiliary light life span

Short circuit protect time

Life span of the battery (recharges)

Charging time (by NWB-30)

Charging time(by Magnetic USB wire)

Dimensions

Weight

Specifications

Top cover

Button switch
Reflector

Down cover

Auxiliary light

Main light

Charging  indicator
Lens slot

4.6.2�2�S�W�L�F�D�O���O�H�Q�V����
Put the optical lens 2 into the lens slot of multi purpose lamp, which can change the original
strong light into narrower range of soft light. So WISDOM LAMP with optical��lens 2 is a kind
of ideal lighting equipment for night reading.

�2�S�W�L�F�D�O���O�H�Q�V����

4.6.3�2�S�W�L�F�D�O���O�H�Q�V����

The optical��lens 3 is specially designed for the lighting of the bicycle. Put the optical��lens 3 
into the lens slot of multi purpose lamp, which can widen the original strong light into a widely
visible range. So it is a kind of ideal lighting equipment for night riding.

�2�S�W�L�F�D�O���O�H�Q�V����

�0�X�O�W�L���S�X�U�S�R�V�H���/�D�P�S

Power adaptor

Magnetic USB wire

Vehicle power adaptor Belt

Rotatable clip ToolHead strap
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1.1 Standard accessories

1.2 Optional accessories

�2�S�W�L�F�D�O���O�H�Q�V����

4.6.1 �2�S�W�L�F�D�O���O�H�Q�V����
Put the optical lens 1 into the lens slot of multi-purpose lamp, which can change the original 
strong light into wider range of soft light. So WISDOM LAMP with optical��lens 1 is a kind of 
ideal lighting equipment for outdoor camping.

5 . rouble and TroubleshootingT

Light is not on when
pressing the button

Battery power 
is used up

Troubleshooting

Recharge the lamp

Longer charging time
The charging points is 
poor contacted

Clean the charging points and the slot

Working time is less 
than 13 hours

Battery is 
not fully charged

Make sure the lamp wel l 
connected to the power
 adaptor when charg ing

Trouble Description Trouble Analysis

The lens assembly way：

Picture 1

 (installing operation)
Picture 2 

(removing operation)
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4.6.4�2�S�W�L�F�D�O���O�H�Q�V����
Put the optical��lens 4 into the lens slot of multi-purpose lamp, which can change the originally
simple light into colorful light. So WISDOM LAMP 3 with optical��lens 4 is an ideal lighting 
equipment for night warning, for fun and so on.
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